Let if be a domain (i.e., open, connected set) on a compact Riemann surface S, let 3 W denote the boundary of W and W = WUdW its closure. Let A(W) be the set of all complex valued functions that are continuous on W and holomorphic on W; A(W) is a Banach algebra in the uniform norm. In the case of the unit disc, Beurling (unpublished), and Rudin [8] described the closed ideals of A(W); see also [5] for an exposition of these results.
In the case of a finite Riemann surface, Voichick [10] found an analogous description. This case was also treated by Hasumi [3] , and Stanton [9] . These descriptions are essentially local; thus one may ask if they extend in some form to more general domains. In this paper, we obtain corresponding results for closed ideals of a certain type. We assume that dW contains a subset Γ such that WUΓ is a bordered Riemann surface with analytic border Γ, that W lies on one side of Γ, and that Γ has finitely many components. We describe those closed ideals in A(W) whose hulls lie in WUΓ. We reduce our problem to the ideal theory of a finite Riemann surface by means of a factorization theorem which allows us to separate the singularities of functions in A{W).
The factorization theorem follows from the decomposition theorem of Parreau [6] , so our methods are somewhat potential theoretic.
In § 1, we illustrate our methods in the case of an annulus in the complex plane. In § 2 we collect some facts about harmonic functions necessary for the proof of the factorization theorem in § 3 and the description of closed ideals in § 4. I am grateful for the helpful comments of the referee. Using a similar argument and proceeding by induction on the connectivity of the domain, we can extend this result to a finitely connected plane domain. It is then possible to treat the case of a finite Riemann surface by choosing a neighborhood of its border that is conformally equivalent to a plane domain. We omit the details of this method because the results themselves are well known.
2* Potential theoretic preliminaries• In this section we study the boundary behavior of the terms in Parreau's decomposition of ON THE CLOSED IDEALS IN A(W) 201 log I/|, where / is in A{W). We first recall some elementary facts about analytic arcs and the Schwarz reflection principle. We then state Parreau's theorem and study the individual terms in the decomposition. Parreau's theorem is in [6] , and a generalization appears in [4] . General facts about quasi-bounded and singular harmonic functions can be found in [1] and [2] .
Henceforth we shall assume that dW contains a nonempty subset Γ such that WUΓ is a bordered Riemann surface with analytic border. Thus Γ is a union of simple, regular analytic arcs and curves, and W lies on one side of Γ. In order to be explicit, we recall some facts about analytic arcs. A simple regular analytic arc on S is a univalent real analytic mapping a of an open interval I of real numbers into S with nowhere vanishing differential. Since a extends to be a univalent holomorphic mapping of a neighborhood of I in the complex plane, it carries complex conjugation over to an anti-conformal mapping which is defined in a neighborhood of a(I) and fixes each point of α (2) . We shall often refer to a(I) as the curve a, and we shall call this anti-conformal mapping reflection in α. Assume that a is contained in dW and that W lies on one side of α. We shall say that an open set 22 on S is symmetric with respect to a and W if 22 ~ a = R + U 22_, where 22+c W, R-Π W = 0, and 22+ is carried onto 22-by reflection in α. We shall use the notations 22+, R-with this meaning.
Let p 09 q 0 be points of α, and let β denote the subarc joining p 0 and q Q . Now p 0 = α(α), q 0 = a(b) for some α, be I. We may assume that a < b and that a inherits its orientation from W. Let c > 0, and let
Choose c so small that a is univalent on the closure of
We may also assume that 22' is symmetric with respect to β and W. Let D be the interior of S-22'_. Notice that 22" n D = 0. The domains D and 22 have the following properties:
(i ) WaD, 3D is a piecewise analytic Jordan curve, and 3WΠ
(ii) 22 is simply connected, 22 is symmetric both with respect to β and W and with respect to β and D, and 22 Π 3W = β = R Π 3D. We shall refer to 22 and D as auxiliary domains associated with W, Let u be a positive harmonic function on an open set Ω f and let v be a nonnegative harmonic function on Ω. We say that v is u-singular and write vLu if the greatest harmonic minorant of u and v is zero. We say that v is u-quasi-bounded and write v<tu if there is an increasing sequence {vj of nonnegative harmonic functions such that lim v n = v and 0 ^ v n ^ ?m for each w. More generally, we say that a harmonic function is u-singular (^-quasi-bounded) if it is a linear combination of nonnegative ^-singular (^-quasibounded) functions. If u = 1 we speak of singular and quasi-bounded harmonic functions. In the case of the unit disc, a positive harmonic function is singular if and only if it is the Poisson integral of a measure singular with respect to Lebesgue measure on the unit circle, and it is quasi-bounded if and only if it is the Poisson integral of a positive Lebesgue integrable function on the unit circle.
We now fix a positive harmonic function u m Ω. If v is a nonnegative harmonic function in Ω, then there exist uniquely determined nonnegative harmonic functions q and s on Ω such that
where q is ^-quasi-bounded and s is ^-singular. In case u = 1, we shall call s the singular part of v. This decomposition is due to Parreau [6] ; for a proof in this generality, see [2, §2] .
The following lemmas state some properties of harmonic functions in a form convenient for later use. LEMMA Proof. It suffices to prove that lim g^ U(q) = 0 for each p in RΓ)a, for then we can apply the Schwarz reflection principle. For this purpose we may assume that R + is the unit disc and that Rf]oc is an arc on the unit circle. Since U is quasi-bounded it is the Poisson integral of its nontangential boundary values. Since these boundary values vanish almost everywhere on the arc R Π ot, we can extend U continuously to this arc by setting it equal to zero there [11, vol. I, p. 97 Proof. We may assume that s is nonnegative. It is sufficient to show that the nontangential limits of s vanish almost everywhere on R Π oc. Otherwise there would be a compact subset E of R Π oc and a number c > 0 such that E has positive linear measure and lim g _ α s(q) ^ c for all aeE. (Here we mean nontangential limit.) Let X be the characteristic function of E. Let u be the solution of the Dirichlet problem in W obtained by Perron's method from the boundary data cX. Then u is a positive bounded harmonic function in W and u <^ s. This contradiction shows that s vanishes on R Π oc and so it extends to W U R. Proof. We may assume that s' is nonnegative. By the technique used in proving Lemma 3, we see that the nontangential boundary values of s', and therefore of u f vanish a.e. on β. The assertion now follows from Lemma 1.
Parreau [6] has proved that
where Q is a quasi-bounded harmonic function on W, s is a nonnegative singular harmonic function on W, and 6 is a potential on W. 
. Then there exist functions g and h such that ( i ) g is a bounded holomorphic function in D, g extends continuouly to 3D~{p 0 , q Q }, and g does not vanish on D~W, (ii) h is a bounded holomorphic function in W U R, h extends continuously to d(WUR)~{p 0 , q 0 }, and h does not vanish on R,
(iii) / = gh on W.
Proof Let log \f\~Q~s -b be the canonical decomposition of log[/|. We shall show that there exist harmonic functions Q r , s f , and a potential
Let E = {pe/3: f(p) = 0}; E is a totally disconnected compact subset of β with linear measure zero. Let Q f be a real-valued function on dD which is continuous on 3D ~ E, equal to Q on β, and is smooth on dD~β. (Here "smooth" means that if a neighborhood of 3D in D U 3D is mapped conf ormally onto an annulus with 3D going to a circle, then Q r is smooth in terms of the parameter inherited from that circle.) Denote the harmonic extension of Q r to D by Q f also. Then Q f has local harmonic conjugates which extend continuouly to 3D~E except perhaps at p 0 and q 0 . Moreover Q' is quasibounded on D and Q' -Q vanishes on β~E. By Lemma 1, Q' -Q extends to be harmonic on W U iϋ.
Let 1 be the characteristic function of R+, and let v = Xμ. Let δ' be the potential of v in D, i.e.,
where (?# is the Green's function of D. It follows from Lemma 5 that 6' is harmonic on D~supp v, and it follows from Lemma 2 that b r -b extends to be harmonic on R. Now the singular function s vanishes on β~E, so we can extend 8 to be harmonic in (WΌR)~E by refection in β. Since R+ is simply connected, there is a holomorphic function k on R + such that 8 = Re(ft) there. Now β is an analytic arc, and k is purely imaginary on β ~ E. Thus we may extend k by reflection to be holomorphic in R~ E; then s = Re(fc) in R~ E. Therefore *ds has no periods in R~E. In particular, for any cycle 7 in iϋ~E,\ *ds = 0. By [7, Theorem 3] , there is a harmonic function Z7 in S~ E such that s -U extends to be harmonic in R and so in Wl) R. Now U is bounded below on 3D ~ β, s -U is bounded on β, and s ^> 0. Hence Z7 is bounded below on /3 as well. By the maximum principle U is bounded below on D. By adding a constant to 17, we may assume that U ^ 0 on D.
On D we have where u is quasi-bounded on D and s' is a nonnegative singular harmonic function on D. On R+,
and so s' -s is quasi-bounded. Thus s' -s extends to be harmonic in TΓ U i2, by Lemma 3. Let a homology basis for D be given; it is also a homology basis for D{JR. There is a function v harmonic on the closure of D U R whose conjugate differential *dv has prescribed periods. Hence we can choose v so that the only periods of *d (Q' -s' -b r + v) occur at the singularities of 6' and are integral multiples of 2ττ. Hence there is a holomorphic function g on D such that log Iff I = Q'-8'-δ' + v. REMARK. An obvious extension of Theorem 1 also holds if a is assumed to be a finite union of simple analytic arcs.
4* Ideal theory of A(W). Let / be a closed ideal in A(W).
We associate three data with /: the set E REMARKS. In the case of the unit disc, this description reduces to the familiar one in terms of inner functions. One sees this by considering the analogy between the outer, singular, and Blaschke factors and the terms in Parreau's decomposition. This description remains valid for finite Riemann surfaces [3, 8, 9] .
Proof. It is sufficient to consider the case in which Γ consists of exactly one arc. Sj = σj + u j9 where Oj is a singular harmonic function on W and Uj is a quasi-bounded harmonic function. We shall show that α> = S 7 . Since s 7 = s ff + s A , β/ ^ s ff . It follows from the uniqueness of the canonical decomposition that on W s'g = s g + %£, where ^5 is a nonnegative quasi-bounded harmonic function on W. Since s g^ Sj = 0V + %j, s ff ^ σ Jβ Thus s/ ^ α ^, and so Sj ^ σj. On the other hand, let ^ denote the set of all nonnegative superharmonic functions v! on D such that v! ^ S τ on W. Then J?" is a Perron family, hence τ' = inf ^" is a nonnegative harmonic function in D and τ' ^ S 7 on W. Let / be a nonzero element of J. Then /el so s> ^ s/ ^ S 7 on TΓ. Then s'feJ^, and so s> ^ τ\ Hence S^τ'. Since SS = σj + ^^ (7'^S 7 . Thus S z = (j Jβ Let / be a nonzero element of K. We may assume that p 0 , q 0 are chosen so that f(p 0 ) Φ 0 and f(q 0 ) Φ 0. Let A; be a function holomorphic in a neighborhood of DiJR that vanishes at p Q , q 0 
